
Azores field trip – day 1 

Sunday 17 April 2016 

 

Leaving the hotel on the bus 

Initially, Dina outlined the week’s programme which I will not elaborate on now, but 

allow others to unfold as the week progresses.  Today’s visit will be to the highlands 

in the west of Sao Miguel island, not only the Sete Cidades volcano, but also views 

over the Picos region and further east.   

Dina talked about the fault lines and tectonic plates on which the Azores lie.  They 

are on the mid Atlantic ridge marking the eastern boundary of the North American 

plate and also at the point where the mid Atlantic ridge meets the boundary (Terceira 

Ridge?) between the Eurasian and African plates.  Here the ridge extends out to the 

east to form the Azorean Plateau. 

Seismic activity tends to be along the two ridges.  Since the middle of the 15th 

century there have been at least 30 documented volcanic eruptions.  It is thought 

that the last ones were in 1907 and 1911, but because they occurred in deep areas 

of the ocean there was no direct observation.  The last eruptions were sufficiently 

recent for most of the islands in the Azores to be considered not extinct. 

Finally, Dina mentioned the different landscapes to be seen on the island, caused by 

seismic and volcanic activities and erosion.  From west to east there are the Sete 

Cidades volcano, the Picos region, the Fogo volcano, the Congro volcanic system, 

the Furnas volcano and the north-east region.  The north-east region is the oldest 

part of the island. 

First stop – on the SE ridge of the Sete Cidades volcano 

We are on the edge of a scoria cone.  The deposits here are crushed lava – basaltic 

pyroclastic deposits, much in the form of lapilli.  Sao Miguel was originally two 

islands until about 50,000 years ago.  The oldest rocks on the surface are 1 – 4 MA.  

There are older rocks under the sea.   



 

Scoria cones 

Stop near aqueduct 

Looking out over the Picos region we can see that cones come right up the SE slope 

of Sete Cidades.  These scoria cones are more recent and have pierced the surface 

of the pre-existing volcano.  Here is a more fused outcrop than we saw on the 

previous stop.  Fragments have welded back together.  Deposits have a flat, twisted 

look characteristic of spatter deposits which were still molten when they landed.  The 

black and red colours reflect different levels of oxidation resulting from differing 

temperatures and interaction with hot gases ejected at the same time. 

 

Splatter deposits 

Back on the bus driving into the caldera 

We see scoria cones with crater lakes in and some lakes between the cones.  These 

cones are able to hold water because they have been lined by a layer of volcanic 



ash from subsequent explosive eruptions of Sete Cidades.  This ash has been 

weathered into a clay which will hold water.  Erosion of the ash and pumice deposits 

has caused the succession of ridges and valleys we see on the slopes of the 

volcano.  Driving over the caldera rim we see the lakes inside.  It has been estimated 

that around 400m of Sete Cidades collapsed to form the caldera. 

Caldera 

There are three areas of collapse.  The oldest, to the SE, took place 36,000 years 

ago and the caldera wall has already been eroded.  An area on the west side 

collapsed about 29,000 years ago.  The youngest part is to the north where the 

caldera walls are at their sharpest and steepest.  The caldera floor is not flat and 

there has been volcanic activity producing volcanic cones since the collapse.  We do 

not know the precise dates, but we do know that there have been 17 eruptions in the 

caldera in the last 5,000 years. 

 

Sete Cidades caldera 

Volcanoes like Sete Cidades have magma chambers beneath them where the 

magma was able to rise to the surface and cool slowly allowing crystallisation and 

changes in composition.  In the Azores this results in a range of volcanic 

compositions from basalt to trachyte, but never to rhyolite.  Intermediate 

compositions are also rare, virtually all deposits being either basaltic or trachytic.  

Some of the cones we can see are the result of explosive eruptions producing 

deposits of pumice and ash.  Pumice cones tend to be wider, lower and with less-

steep sides than scoria cones.  We can also see forms resulting from hydro-

magmatic eruptions showing that lakes were already there. 

On the way to Santiago Lake, Dina drew our attention to the erosion of the caldera 

walls.  There were fresh scars from landslides last winter as well as greener ones 

from previous winters.  She also pointed out a steep, straight valley cutting SE – NW 

through the caldera wall which is thought to be controlled by a tectonic fault. 



Santiago Lake 

Santiago Lake is higher than the two large lakes on the caldera floor, Lagoa Azul 

and Lagoa Verde.  The steep crater in which it lies is the result of a hydro-magmatic 

steam explosion. There are frequent landslides and many recent ones can be seen. 

 

Santiago Lake 

At the top of the slopes visible behind the rim of the Santiago Lake pit are some 

outcrops of rock which are a trachytic dome.  In this case it was probably formed 

when viscous lava, left when the volcano collapsed, was squeezed out along the 

caldera rim.  In other circumstances, such as at the Furnas Volcano, slow, viscous 

lava flow towards the end of an eruption can cause a trachytic ‘mushroom’ cap over 

the vent. 

On the bus driving through Sete Cidades village 

All of the rain which falls in the caldera finds its way to the lakes which have no 

natural outflow, so their level can vary considerably depending on the weather.  Sete 

Cidades village lies on fairly low ground near the large lakes, so used to be subject 

to periodic flooding.  In the 1930s a decision was taken to build a tunnel through the 

caldera wall to drain down the northern slopes to the sea at Mosteiros. 

Mosteiros 

We had lunch at the Restaurante o Chico in Mosteiros, a village on a lava delta.  

After lunch we went down to the sea shore to view lava flows.  There are two main 

types of basaltic lava flows:  ‘aa’, which has a very rough surface and ‘pahoehoe’ 

which is smoother.  The smoother surface was formed on hotter, more fluid lava, but 

as the lava cooled it became stiffer causing crumbling and a rougher surface.  The 

stiffer lava began to roll forming clinker on the top and underneath the lava flow. 



Some of the basalt contained green crystals of olivine and darker crystals of 

pyroxene.  These are xenoliths, pre-existing rock fragments brought up by the lava 

during the eruption.  We also saw round holes in the surface of the lava flow formed 

by the action of boulders shaken around by waves.  Some of these boulders would 

have previously been embedded in the lava and been worked free by erosion. 

 

Olivine zenolith        Round holes caused by erosion 

From here we also looked up to fault scarps on the slopes of the Sete Cidades 

volcano.  These large volcanoes tend to form where fault lines in different directions 

meet, mainly along major tectonic faults at points where they are intersected by 

families of smaller fault lines. 

Final stop – Ponta da Ferraria 

This is a place where lava flowed down a cliff to form a lava delta or platform.   

First we stopped at the top the cliff to view it from above.  The platform was formed 

about 900 – 1000 years ago by lava from an eruption on the cliff edge.  Rather than 

a single crater, there was a series of three craters merged together.  The last one, 

right on the cliff edge, was open on one side and the lava just cascaded down the 

cliff.  Looking down we could also see a pseudo crater caused by the interaction of 

the sea with thick lava to form a steam explosion. 



 

Pseudo crater 

Close to the side of the road we examined part of a volcanic bomb.  These can either 

be blobs of lava which have been flung through the air or agglomerations of 

fragments of broken lava formed as they rolled around.  This was almost certainly 

the former as, since part had split off, we could see from the cross-section that it was 

a single piece of rock.  It contained some examples of xenoliths. 

 

A volcanic bomb 

We then drove to the bottom from where, looking up at the cliffs, we could see dark 

layers of basalt lava.  In between there were red layers of pyroclastic deposits which 

had been metamorphosed by the subsequent flows of hot lava.  At the base of the 

cliffs were deposits from earlier submarine eruptions.  Gradations in the coarseness 



of the rock here were caused by different levels of explosive activity, the finer 

deposits being the result of the more violent eruptions.   

We also viewed a large basaltic dyke and could see discontinuities parallel to the 

sides of the dyke.  These could have something to do with the flow of the lava along 

the dyke.  Without closer examination it was not possible to know whether the cracks 

moved the dyke or whether the lava flow simply bent round from one fracture to 

another. 

 

Basaltic dyke 

Finally, we walked over to some rocky inlets on the coast where there were people 

bathing in hot water springs. 

 


